pNBs if they did not die? Would they become mitotically 1993). Active pNBs then divide in a stem cell fashion, quiescent, or could they continue to divide asymmetriregenerating themselves as they produce each daughter cally? Bello and colleagues were able to test this by cell, or GMC. The GMCs divide only once to give two examining the pNBs in larval clones that lack the cell postmitotic neurons. The number of neurons in a given death genes reaper, hid, and grim. They find that the segment of the adult CNS is determined by several facabdominal pNBs persist and continue to divide, giving tors: the number of pNBs that persist after embryogenerise to an average 34 neuronal progeny, as opposed to sis; the developmental time point at which these cells the 5 seen in wild-type clones. Therefore, as for mammaresume mitotic activity; the rate at which they divide; lian stem cells in culture, postembryonic neuroblasts and the point at which they cease division. In 1988, have the capacity for continued divisions if they are not Truman and Bate (Truman and Bate, 1988) labeled dividforced to undergo cell death. ing neuroblasts with BrDU and showed that the time What controls this region-specific and temporally regwindow in which each neuroblast divides and the numulated induction of apoptosis? Unlike abdominal pNBs, thoracic pNBs do not undergo stage-specific apoptosis. ber of progeny it produces depends upon its anterior-

